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would like to see example image pools created and managed by SAM 

Answer: A, B, E 

QUESTION: 106 
Which three can be used to easily access and configure the HP PC Blade Switch? Select
THREE. 

A.  SNMPv1 
B.  USB Port 
C. Serial Port 
D. Web Interface 
E. Telnet or Secure Telnet 

Answer: C, D, E
 

QUESTION: 107
 
Which HP PC Blade Switch ports are assigned to VLAN 1 by default?
 

A.   all Ethernet ports are assigned to VLAN 1 by default 
B.  no Ethernet ports are assigned to either VLAN by default 
C. even numbered Ethernet ports 2-40, 43 and 44 are assigned to VLAN 1 
D. odd numbered Ethernet ports 1-39, 41, 42, 45 and 46 are assigned to VLAN 1 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 108 
Several features are native on the HP PC Blade switch to allow the network administrator 
to secure the management interfaces. What do these features allow the administrator to 
do? Select THREE. 

A.   disable the embedded RS-232C serial console connection 
B.   configure an internal stateful firewall to isolate the management of the switch 
C. configure multiple password protected accounts with various levels of access 
D. specify the IP-based management stations that are allowed to access the switch 
E. disable browser-based and Telnet access and set a user interface idle time-out period 

Answer: C, D, E 

QUESTION: 109 
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A customer uses IEEE 802.1q VLAN trunks and RSTP (IEEE 802.1w) in their network. 
They have asked you to design a CCI solution that will take advantage of these two 
technologies to best fit their infrastructure. Which three steps must you take to achieve 
the customers request? Select THREE. 

A.   enable Spanning Tree 
B.   configure VLAN trunks appropriately 
C. deactiviate PVST Interoperability mode 
D. configure IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation Groups 
E. change spanning-tree mode from MSTP to RSTP 

Answer: B, C, E 

QUESTION: 110 
What is the proper CLI command syntax to perform a firmware update to the HP PC 
Blade Switch? 

A.   download 192.168.1.1 fw-image.bin 
B.   copy tftp://192.168.1.1/fw-image.bin image 
C. update image tftp://192.168.1.1/fw-image.bin 
D. download tftp 192.168.1.1 fw-image.bin image 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 111 
Which two HP PC Blade Switch features are used to provide redundant network 
connectivity? Select TWO. 

A.   Spanning Tree Protocol 
B.   Link Aggregation Protocol 
C. Split Multi-Link Trunk Protocol 
D. Per VLAN Spanning Tree Protocol 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 112 
What are the two most important tasks performed before connecting the HP PC Blade

Switch to the customers production network? Select TWO. 

A.   check the switch for viruses 
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B.   save the switch's configuration 
C. test image deployment and configuration for the blade PCs 
D. configure and test the switch to meet customer requirements 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 113 
You are troubleshooting a problem on a customers network involving the HP PC Blade 
Switch and spanning-tree. The switch is configured so that port e45 & e46 are untagged 
members of VLAN 101 and port e43 & e44 are untagged members of VLAN 102.  Port 
e43 - e46 are all connected to the customers redundant infrastructure correctly, but only 
VLAN 102 can be accessed from the customer's network. You discover that port e45 & 
e46 are both being blocked by RSTP and all other spanning-tree attributes appear to be 
set to default. The customer tells you there is nothing wrong with their network and you 
must fix the problem quickly.  What two related switch configuration issues do you 
discover? Select TWO. 

A.   the HP PC Blade Switch has been configured for MSTP 
B.   by default, spanning tree will block lower numbered ports 
C. by default, spanning tree will block higher numbered ports 
D. the HP PC Blade Switch has been reconfigured for RSTP 
E. it's not the switch; the customer's network must be broken 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 114 
Before performing the initial static IP configuration to the HP PC Blade switch, what 
information should you obtain? Select TWO. 

A. the IP address of the DNS server 
B.   the IP subnet mask for the network 
C. the IP address of the domain controller 
D. the IP address to be assigned to a VLAN through which the device is managed 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 115 
A customer wants you to implement the HP PC Blade Switch with physical Open 
System Interconnection Layer 2 redundancy. What must you implement to satisfy the 
customer's request? 
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A.   Spanning Tree Protocol 
B.   PVST Interoperablility mode 
C. IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation 
D. the switch does not support this type of configuration 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 116 
Which CCI recommended tools can be used to view the Enclosure to blade PC 
relationship for all enclosures? Select TWO. 

A.  HP Rapid Deployment Pack Physical View 
B.   HP Session Allocation Manager - show enclosure relationship 
C. Physical View Feature in the enclosure Integrated Administrator 
D. HP BladeSystem tool included with HP Systems Insight Manager 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 117 
Network connectivity exists between the HP Rapid Deployment Pack (RDP) server and
the blade PCs. The Altiris client utility is connected to the Deployment Server console.
You have installed Graphics diagnostics adapters on all blade PCs. You are unable to
remote control the blade PC. What is an additional step required to remotely control via
the Rapid Deployment Console? 

A.   add user policies within the active directory allowing remote control 
B.   create a firewall exception for port 1433 for the Altiris Aclient service 
C. enable the 'Allow this computer to be remote controlled' set in the Altiris Aclient 
service properties 
D. enable the Windows XP feature allow users to remotely connect to this computer
option on the blade PC 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 118 
A customer has an existing HP RDP (Rapid Deployment Pack) server on their corporate 
network. It is used to provide image management on other systems. The customer is 
requesting this existing HP RDP server be used for the CCI implementation. How would 
you proceed with this implementation? 

A.   require the customer to setup and configure a new instance of a HP RDP server 
B.   require the customer to configure their HP RDP server to include the internal subnet 
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Blade PC NIC B (NIC 2) of the CCI implementation 
C. design the network such that the Blade PC NIC A (NIC 1) is in the same subnet as 
the PXE Boot supported by the existing HP RDP server 
D. configure the customers existing HP RDP server to also manage Blade PC images, 
and advise the customer that image deployment speed will be doubled 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 119 
Which HP Rapid Deployment Pack feature enables automatic computer naming and 
static IP addressing to reference the physical enclosure bay of the blade PC? 

A.  Virtual Bay 
B.   Enhance Blade PC Configuration 
C. Enable Bay Naming in the Deploy Image Job 
D. Configure Using the PXE Configuration Utility 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 120 
You have installed HP Rapid Deployment Pack (RDP) on a multi-homed server. When 
the blade PC is booting to PXE, a DOS script mapping error occurs. What is a possible 
resolution for this error? 

A.   configure the blade PC to use DHCP 
B.   rebuild the PXE boot images and select the default settings 
C. use the PXE Configuration Utility wizard to add an LMHOSTS entry for the IP 
address of the NIC attached to the subnet supporting PXE boot 
D. use the PXE Configuration Utility wizard to edit the boot image, and add a new drive 
letter mapping it to the Deployment Server express share 

Answer: C 
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